Not just a pretty picture

An overview of a whole topic at a glance
Bett Award finalists Matchware offer top tips for introducing
mind mapping into your school
Matchware (stand C142), a Bett Awards finalist in the Higher
or Further Education Digital Services category, is looking
forward to showing Bett visitors the latest version of their
software MindView, the industry leader in mind mapping,
Often described as a visual thinking tool, MindView encourages
learners and teachers to structure information in different
ways so they can see the whole, the different parts and the
connections in between.
It is well known that the visual approach of mind mapping can
help the 10 to 15% of the population who have dyslexia or
associated Specific Learning Difficulties (SpLD), but it is
also a wonderful tool for EAL students and those still to
develop full fluency in English who will find that the visual
representation of knowledge is so much easier for them to
understand and recall.
To help schools and colleges not yet up to speed with mind
mapping, Matchware’s manager David Kidd offers these top tips
for introducing it into the classroom:

• Fire up your students: MindView is an excellent notetaking
and idea generation tool classroom that encourages students to
brainstorm and organise ideas for written documents and
presentations. As a starting point choose a topic where
students have prior knowledge or strong opinions and can
collaborate.
• Think visual: Young people switch off if they are listening
for too long. Mind maps often work better than linear
presentation slides but for maximum effect incorporate
pictures, colours, different fonts or text styles to make the
ideas stand out.
• Expand and contract: Remind students that they need to
crystallise their thoughts into a word or key phrase, a
picture or symbol, a vital skill in an age where we are all
overloaded with information. Then show them how to build on
key words to create fuller accounts or more detailed work,
gathering examples and evidence.
• Stretch the mind: Mind mapping helps us to gather, sort,
structure and create in different ways. It also is a great aid
to memory and learning. Once you have a fairly detailed mind
map, switch off the screen and ask students to recall
sections.
• Use MindView in the flipped classroom: It is often hard for
students to evidence the work they have done before coming to
the classroom and for students new to English it is a good way
for them to process and interact with language and build their
comprehension skills alongside curriculum learning.
• Try mind mapping as a planning tool: Teachers tell us that
they use MindView to help with lesson planning, report writing
and for curriculum planning, using the built in Gantt chart
and Office integration. This gives them a clear visual
overview of what needs to be covered.
• Make MindView a regular feature in the classroom: Mind
mapping should not be a one-off. Plan to use it regularly for
several weeks so it is seen as an accepted strategy in class
and not as something special.

There are so many advantages to incorporating mind mapping
into teaching and learning. Find out more from the MindView
team
on
stand
C142
at
the
Bett
show
https://www.matchware.com/mind-mapping-software
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